
A State Sponsored Breakfast for Everyone 
 
 
Hak-Kun had found himself in an alien environment. He rarely thought about what happened in the capital. 

Or at least he tried to but as he walked through Pyongyang’s deserted streets he found himself wondering 

where it was that all the important scientists were and what exactly they were sciencing about. This building 

was odd, even the conscripts had different uniforms, so sharp and... ironed. Back in Suncheon standards were 

much more relaxed. They would still wear the official badge and have portraits of the Great Leaders but in 

Pyongyang they were solid silver, framed in gold, dipped in platinum and sprinkled with diamonds. Hak found 

this tiresome; his own personal portraits of the leaders were plastic laminated to make the mandatory 

cleaning easier. He started to wonder why American tourists would want to steal the mass produced copies 

in the first place; Hak thought that it might have something to do with how apparently at night all americans 

dream about doing labour for bits of green coloured paper instead of for food, Hak heard this was called the 

American dream. Either way, Hak had made much better paintings in his time. 

 

Hak himself seemed to fit into the Pyongyang crowd although he was a rather tall, 5’3’’, and slightly more thin 

and stick like and less robotic; a model citizen if you will. Government sourced food distribution was mostly 

sent to the capital as the scientists and politicians needed to be nourished to conduct their science and 

politics for the supreme leader. The people would collect their food from food centres which Hak was often 

being asked to paint for the posters. He painted them all grandiose with wide brush strokes and delicate 

detailing to capture the beautifully intricate architecture of the troop shelters. Hak walked through the city 

for around 20 mins on his way to the meeting but did not see a food hall so he reasoned that he must have 

missed them all. He did, however, notice five posters with his own depiction of plentiful food halls with up to 

one and a half small bowls of rice available for government employees which Hak realised he never actually 

saw in person, only through reliable government supplied pictures. Hak had heard in America people had to 

pay for the food halls, he also heard that American food halls like to prefix their foods with the letters ‘Mc’ 

and that they did this thing called deep frying where they would dunk meats and potatoes in to boiling hot oil, 

it was almost as if they interrogate their food before they eat it. Those strange Americans, Hak thought 

quietly.  

 

As Hak walked into the government ministry of truth, he felt a strong sense of pride that the supreme leader 



had picked him in particular to show the strengths and generosity of the supremely eternal democratic 

people's republic of Korea to its people. A woman was sent to find Hak. She followed conversation protocol 

number 8 titled ‘Supreme Leader's Prowess On Horseback’ which was a fairly common conversation topic, 

much more interesting than protocol 35 ‘beauty of the korean flag’ especially when surrounded by soldiers. 

She continued to lead Hak through the kitchen into the second waiting room. Hak hadn’t seen a kitchen 

before but found the extremely innovative high tech gas powered stove. Oh How North Korea has innovated 

ever since the great leader Kim Il Sung (may he rest in peace) first discovered fire. Incredibly impressive. They 

even had a wide array of different coloured lighters to start the stove. This is where Hak started to think of 

the foods they were able to cook here. Hak hadn’t really seen much of that either over his life. Unlike most 

Koreans however Hak knew exactly what tropical and foreign foods look like as the great leaders often want 

to be painted with such fruits and dishes. Such as the apple and tangerine which Hak had also been given 

pictures of to be able to accurately depict them. 

 

Upon walking into the third empty waiting room Hak started to wonder what exactly this favour to the 

Korean government would entail; usually when painting the great leaders, an official would visit him in 

Suncheon and provide him with reference pictures and the guidelines to follow in the depiction of his great 

leaders. This is when another smartly dressed man had introduced himself as Mr Sog-ineun and continued 

with the brief. ‘The glorious nation of the DPRK as you know is always finding ways to generate revenue to 

sustain its people’. He sounded like the people that read the news in an over exaggerated voice, the kind of 

clenched sphincter Korean newsreader voice. ‘One way we have found is through the sale of art.’ Hak was 

right, he had no idea what was happening, ‘Mr Hak Kun you will be commissioned to paint a female nude 

model for the sale at an art auction in North America.’ Mr Hak was so shocked he had forgotten how to form a 

thought. ‘You will paint this model here and you will be placed  with your government supervisor’. Hak had 

finally formed a thought, ‘Did you say nude?’. Mr Sog-Inuen continued: ‘Here is an envelope, find enclosed the 

entire brief, any questions can be relayed to me or Mr Justin Floyd’. Hak recoiled ‘did you say Joe Skin Fluid?’. 

‘Negative’ replied the official in a rather official way ‘Justin Floyd, it’s an American name, he will be your 

advisor’ Hak could not even fathom how to pronounce this name. ‘This commission includes state housing 

and a direct payment of 5000 KPW’ (£3.44), Hak Kun didn’t know numbers went this high.  

 

Mr Sog-ineun had commissioned Hak and he didn't know what to make of it, He thought back to what he had 

heard of Americans, their barbaric lack of guidelines to follow, their despicable lack of faith in their own 

government, He had overheard officials from the people's army talking about how the great leadership 

should deal with America. They had suggested to eliminate them with nuclear bombs. Nuclear bombs were 

machines that made killing millions of people easy without having to put the lives of Koreans in danger and 

they fit into a conveniently small steel casing. The DPRK has had these weapons since the early 1950s. This 

gave the glorious nation an advantage over America as they have failed to develop nuclear weapons to keep 

up with the glorious nation of Korea in the current year 2018. This advantage was reminded to the Korean 

people twice weekly on the state news channel.  

 

Hak had been distracted, can he do this favour to the Korean empire? His whole life all he had been asked to 



do was in favour of his beloved Korean government but this, this was something else. Being made to work 

with Americans? After everything he’s heard of their barbarity?  
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